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Spring at last!
President’s message
Spring is here and it's about time. We have just gone through one of the longest and
coldest winters on record for our province and even enthusiastic winter paddlers have
had their activities curtailed this year because of ice on the rivers and bays.
But now the weather is starting to warm, the rivers are open, and ice on the salt water
is disappearing. For all of us at this time of year, there is a strong urge to be back in
our kayaks and on our natural element rather than be constrained in the chlorine
environment of an indoor swimming pool. There is something magical about the way
that the cares and worries of life disappear as we slide away from the shore and our
paddle propels us out on the surface of the water.
For our whitewater paddling community, this is the premier paddling time of the year,
when high water levels can be counted on, and fast moving waters on the rivers are
always there, at least for a few weeks. For sea kayakers, access to the salt water is no
longer impeded by snow banks and ice flows, and it's time to get out on sheltered
waters and exercise those paddling muscles again.
Kayaking involves a certain amount of risk at anytime, but this can be greatly reduced
by proper training. Those of us who live in the St. John's area are lucky to have
access to CRCA certified training programs offered by several kayaking schools. I
would encourage any paddlers who have no formal training to consider taking one of
these courses. Training greatly enhances one's safety awareness and skills and
provides the tools to handle emergency situations when they arise on the water. KNL
promotes safe paddling, and training is one of the best ways to achieve this.
Have a great paddling season and be safe!!!

Eel Grass Research Reminder
In the last issue of Ebb & Flow, we published an article by Andrea Powell asking
kayakers to take note on their maps where eelgrass beds are observed. The
information will be used in graduate research at Memorial University.
Please send your eelgrass information to (or contact for further information):
Danny Ings, 4 Clarke Place, Ocean Sciences Centre, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, St. John’s, NL, A1B 3X7, telephone: 709-737-2186,
e-mail: ings@mun.ca

KNL website use exploding
KNL’s website was started just over three years ago. In April thisyear, we reached
the 20,000 hit mark which means that the site is getting lots of action. The club is
in the process of undertaking a major overhaul of the site to make it easier to
navigate and more attractive to users. But never fear - all that good content in the
way of trip reports, photos, stories and links will remain on the rejuvenated site..

Three Hairy Kayaking Stories - What Was Learned
By Bob Gagnon
S t o r y 1 . R a i d t h e N o r t h E x t r e m e - Really
Raid the North Extreme - Newfoundland
(RNEN) was a huge athletic event
involving cycling, hiking, climbing,
rowing, and kayaking, covering 400 km in
the northwest area of Newfoundland in
the summer of 2001. About 50
international teams of 4 athletes
participated, each a mix of men and
women. Space doesn't permit a
description of the race so the focus here is
on the kayaking phase, specifically the
experiences of two of the teams.
The RNEN race organizers subcontracted
the coordination of the kayaking phase of
the race to Joe Dicks and his colleagues at
Explore Newfoundland Inc. They were
responsible for making sure the teams
safely paddled the 25-30 km 5th leg of the
race in the Little Bay Islands Notre Dame
Bay area, from Middle Arm to Triton. This
meant staffing and operating a fleet of 6
motorized safety boats to manage and
escort the kayaks. Boats and VHF radios
were supplied by Raid the North
organizers.
By the time the race was underway,
however, it was determined that 3 of the
boats were not suitable for the conditions
typical in that area. Using the remaining
boats Joe's crew devised a strategy
whereby 2 safety boats (3 men to a boat)
worked from the end of the course and
Joe's boat (with Dave Chaffey and Joe as
crew) worked from the beginning of the
course. The idea was that kayak teams
would be escorted by Joe's boat to the
halfway point in the leg, and then met and
escorted by one of the other boats for the
remainder of the course. Depending on
how teams were doing in the earlier legs
of the race, they could end up starting the
kayaking leg at day or night. That's right, a
team could start at night, and one must
understand that all the competitors were
by then fairly depleted.
One of the teams got underway at 3:00
a.m., followed by the next team at 5:30
a.m. At 3:00 a.m. there was some wind
and waves, but not threatening. By
morning the sea state had developed to
the extent that the forward team got driven
into a beach by the weather. Joe sheparded
them out and got them moving again, and
then went back to check on the trailing
team. When he got to the team they were
clearly struggling so he ordered them to

shore at Beachside and to stay put. Seas
were heavy as Joe set off again to recheck
the forward team. Not being very
experienced paddlers, the team had been
forced to paddle into the wind (50+ km/h)
and waves (1.5 m). By the time he got to
them, they were heading off course
directly out to sea about 2 km from shore,
white knuckled with no intention of
changing direction.
Joe called a freeze on the race at this point
so that the starting checkpoint prevented
new teams from getting on the water,
although the teams still on the water were
unaware of the freeze. Handling the
support boat, in sea conditions beyond its
capability, required guts and raw
determination. Joe and Dave were up to
their knees in cold water despite the
bailing pump working constantly. Gently
coaching the kayaking team from his
pitching and swaying boat, Joe got them
to slowly turn around. The team was in a
double and two singles. The double
hooked up and towed one of the singles as
the team rode safely back into the closest
shore site, surfing most of the way.

waves. Fortunately for that competitor, at
the point of separation from the team his
heading brought him into shore, though
no one would know his whereabouts until
later. The trajectory of the rest of the team
took them past the headland, on a fatal
course heading out to sea. Luckily,
through radio communications their
predicament was brought to the attention
of the coastal Ferry Service who happened
to be in the area and within a short time,
though battered and drained, they were
gratefully picked up by the Ferry.
Everyone's concern now centered on their
teammate who had been separated from
them. Joe knew the approximate time
when the competitor got separated from
his team and that he was paddling into the
waves. From that he deduced roughly
where the paddler would likely land on
shore if he hadn't become overwhelmed
with fatigue and/or capsized. With that
information Joe was able to tell Coast
Guard where to go to look for the loan
paddler. Happily, one hour later, the coast
guard found him on the beach, completely
exhausted but alive. They later
acknowledged that the odds, and their
expectations, leaned more towards
finding a floating body.

Lessons Learned
Things done right

! An area was chosen that was

With them taken care of Joe went back to
Beachside. To his great discomfort, upon
arrival, he was informed that the team he
escorted there had set out again, against
his instructions. Seas were now severe
and life threatening, even for the
motorized support vessels.
Due to an earlier miscalculation, the
kayak team had thought it an advantage to
have their weakest paddler (female) in a
single kayak. Now because of the
conditions, and her exhaustion, their
double kayak had to tow her. Furthermore
the team member in the other single, in
desperation, had separated from them in
order to head more directly into the

!
!
!

manageable, with several
communities, boats and a clinic in the
vicinity.
All paddlers were given full wetsuits.
Authority resided with Joe and his crew
to freeze the race, and the decision to
freeze was made when necessary.
There was a strong support crew.

Weaknesses

! Poor communications. They had VHF
!
!

but some repeaters were down. Sat
phones should have been supplied.
The support vessels should have been
more capable.
More time should have been allocated
to fully check the route.
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Story 2 - Over the Edge
This story is about whitewater paddling,
and concerns one of the veteran WW
paddlers in the province, Mark
Dykeman. It was a beautiful sunny midspring day on the Terra Nova river
where a party of 7 experienced paddlers,
including Mark was running the river,
and had come to Pillow Falls. The falls
is about 1/3 way through the river run,
and is roughly 18 feet high, a respectable
drop for any experienced WW paddler,
but not beyond the skill level of the two
most experienced kayakers in the group,
Mark and Jim Price. Everyone was fully
outfitted with drysuits, helmets, ropes,
etc. Water was running mid-to-high at
that time of year. Jim and Mark had both
done this falls before with no problems,
and the perfect conditions on that day
heightened their confidence with the
promise of an easy drop. When Mark
started to square up for his run over the
falls, everyone else was at the bottom
waiting for him, having walked down
the trail beside the river.
The approach to the falls is
straightforward, smooth water running
over the edge of a broad rock, with a flow
window about 8 feet wide. The noturning-back point is about 50 feet back
from the edge. The strategy is simple,
paddle smoothly to the center of the
overflowing water, accelerate off the top
of the falls and lift your knees to achieve
the ideal 45 degree angle of descent, hit
the water with a clean entry and resurface
out and away from the crashing water
directly below the falls.
Mark entered the track anticipating the
short, but exhilarating, flight down to his
friends below. Everything was looking
similar to the first time he had run the falls,
when suddenly, at about 30 feet from the
edge, Mark realized he had misread the
ripples on the water, used as navigation
markers on an otherwise featureless water
surface. A little more examination of the
run beforehand would have cleared up any
ambiguity. Now it was too late. He
stopped paddling for a second to correct
the heading error, but his concentration
and rhythm were now broken.
At the very edge he didn't have the
required speed, and to worsen matters he
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Three Hairy Kayak Stories con’t
forgot to lift his knees, a critical
maneuver. Instead of flying outwards
from the falls, Mark and his boat were
heading straight down into the hole,
literally “stuck” to the water. Mark's
friends watched in horror as he and his
boat (a 13 foot T-Canyon Prijon)
completely disappeared into the hole.
Some 18 feet down the boat hit bottom
with such force that the front end of this
very tough kayak got crushed in 4 inches.
Mark's own momentum caused his feet to
slam the angled-metal footrest and bend it
in 3 inches. Later he would discover
stress fractures in the bones of his feet
from that impact. After a few seconds
nosed into the bottom the boat began
rising backwards, still completely
submerged, and to hit rocks at the stern.

he had drifted to the side sufficiently to be
clear of the hole. A rope was instantly
thrown to him when he hit the surface, and
in a few moments he was safely on shore.
Some members of the group were as
shaken as Mark by the experience. Seeing
him in his boat disappear entirely beneath
the water and then only the boat
resurfacing sometime later, with no sign
of Mark, was terrifying. Some screamed
at Jim Price to save him, while Jim knew it
would be useless, if not suicidal, to try and
help a person in that watery chaos when
you have no idea where they are.
Amazingly, Jim ran the falls right after
Mark's incident, without difficulty. What
he observed from Mark's mishap
confirmed what he knew from his own
previous experiences at the falls. The
requirements for a successful drop were a
sure approach and lots of speed off the top.
Mark finished running the river that day, a
bit shaky, but fine all things considered.
Since then many paddlers have run Pillow
Falls and even more challenging drops.
Mark's experience serves as a convincing
reminder, however, that such activities,
when mixed with complacency, can spell
tragedy.

Lessons Learned
Things done right

Mark knew it was time to get out in case
the boat jammed and never resurfaced. He
popped his spray deck and endured the
washing machine he found himself in,
waiting for buoyancy to take him to the
surface, wherever that was. Unfortunately
that didn't quite happen. Buoyancy almost
lifted him to the surface when the water
tumbling into the hole grabbed and
slammed him to the bottom again. One of
the paddlers on shore later said they saw
Mark's arm briefly before he was pushed
back down. Mark perceived things in slow
motion from then on, realizing that he did
not have enough air to survive being
recycled downward again.
After several long seconds waiting in the
maelstrom, buoyancy took over again and
carried him toward the surface, this time

! Everyone had proper clothing.
! The group had plenty of throw ropes.
!There was a quick and accurate rope

throw when Mark surfaced.
Weaknesses

!Mark was over-confident.
!The approach to the falls was not

examined carefully enough.

!The only safe means of proactively

getting Mark out of the hole would have
been Swift Water Rescue techniques, had
they been in place. The method requires
special training and equipment, and it is
now a routine component of Jim Price's
and Mark Dykeman's whitewater
activities.

Story 3 - I Don't Swim!
This story is about a guided trip to
Woody Island, normally a routine paddle
of about 13 km from the beach at
Garden Cove to Woody Island in
Placentia. Jim Price has been running
this guided tour for several years and it
is one of the highlights of the spring
paddling season in Newfoundland for
many paddlers.
On this particular tour there were 50
people, 30 of whom were paddling, the
others were on the support boats, the
Merasheen and a 20 foot speed boat. All
of the customers were outfitted with
drysuits or wetsuits. Wind at the outset
of the trip was moderate, about 20 km/h,
from the NW. The kayakers were
separated into two groups, one
consisting of experienced paddlers that
went ahead. The other group consisted
of 15 novices that left in the afternoon
with Jim and his two experienced
guides, accompanied by the two support
vessels. Most paddlers were in single
kayaks with rudders and there were also
a few double kayaks.
Shortly after the departure of Jim's group
the wind shifted and picked up behind
them so that they were paddling in a
following sea. One-third of the way into
the trip, the seas had developed into 1
metre waves coming from the stern, a
definite challenge for novices. Jim kept
careful watch on the group and noted one
paddler in particular who was clearly
shaky and having trouble steering.
Near one of the coves along the way this
paddler decided to break from the group
and head for the apparent safety of a
wharf, where he then held onto the pylons
with no intention of letting go. Jim
paddled in quickly, calmed him down,
and coached him into letting go. Jim then
heading back out to join the group.
Unfortunately, shortly after letting go of
the pylons the wind, aided by his poor
steering ability, blew the paddler into
shore where he beached. No problem. The
speedboat went into the beach and picked
him up, leaving his kayak secured on land.

Three Hairy Kayak Stories con’t
When Jim rejoined the group the winds
were up around 50 km/h or more, too
much for the group of novices. Fear was
already setting in when two capsizes
occurred that didn't relieve the anxiety.
The capsizes were easily taken care of by
Jim and the speedboat. Several of the
paddlers headed for the safety of the cove
and were then picked up by the
Mersaheen. Then one of the remaining
paddlers, a woman, capsized not far from
the shore. Jim paddled to the swimmer,
followed by the speedboat. He was ready
to fish her out and get her into the
speedboat when Gary, the boat's operator,
said he would do the rescue. Jim said fine
and that he would help stabilize the idling
speed boat as Gary got the paddler on
board.

too.
No amount of skill can compensate for
these deadly conditions. Jim got to the
surface realizing his folly and desperately
needed to get out of the water. To add a bit
of comic relief to the dangerous situation
Gary, being a Newfoundlander after all,
asked Jim if would like to come aboard.
Managing a grin, Jim accepted the offer
and got the hell out of the water.
When they got back to the Merasheen, Jim
put a full drysuit on and got back into his
kayak. He, and the support boats, then
spent the next few hours scouting the
coast and picking up paddlers that were
holdup on shore. By evening everyone
was on Woody Island having a happy time
at the lodge. Next day the group enjoyed
beautiful, and well-deserved, weather on
flat water.
“I don't swim” is the necessary attitude
that expert paddlers adopt as the
cornerstone of a bombproof roll.
However, as Jim Price discovered, a
paddler can experience situations where a
roll is not even an option. It’s then that the
paddler's other skills, planning and safety
equipment must compensate.

Lessons Learned
Things done right
Jim's kayak was on the downwind side of
the speedboat as he held the gunnels to
stabilize it. Suddenly, with no warning, a
huge wave hit the speedboat broadside
from the upwind direction. The wave
lifted the speedboat high and dropped it on
top of Jim and his kayak. Submerged and
upside-down, Jim attempted a roll but it
didn't work because he had no room under
the 20 foot speedboat! There was no
choice, he had to exit his kayak or drown.
No problem for a paddler of Jim's caliber.
But when he popped his spray deck to exit
his boat he came to a stark, painful
realization. It was April in Newfoundland
and the water temperature was near 0oC,
and he had only a dry top on! Apart from a
pair of neoprene shorts, his lower half was
totally exposed, and his dry top was filling

!Plenty of support (vessels, and
experienced guides).
!Proper equipment and clothing was
provided for all customers.
Weaknesses:

!By the early stages of the tour the sea
conditions were beyond the novice level.
A more thorough weather assessment may
have avoided this.
!The tour leader was not properly dressed
for the conditions at that time of year.
Acknowledgements
The author wishes to thank Joe Dicks,
Mark Dykeman and Jim Price for sharing
their stories.
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Book Review - Arctic Crossing
Arctic Crossing is about Jonathan
Waterman's ten-month journey by skis,
kayak and dogsled, 3,500 km across the
Northwest Passage. An experienced
travel journalist, Waterman gives us an
intriguing narrative about near misses
with bears, a desperate off-shore capsize
in ice water, and how he dealt with
several three-week periods without any
human contact.
Yet, by passing through these mere
physical obstacles, speaking with selfeffacing humour and cerebral insight, he
discovers the importance of an old Inuit
shaman saying, "That all true wisdom is
only to be found far from human
dwellings, out in the great solitudes, and
is only to be attained through privation
and suffering." Through fastidious
research about both environment and the
Inuit peoples' assimilation, this
adventure story is rendered into a
compassionate cultural portrait of a
people in transition.
The journey was completed in several
trips between 1997 and 1999. Most of it
was done by Waterman sailing alone in
his Klepper kayak. But this wasn't an
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attempt to set records - at the end of his
first year's travels, he was joined by
June, his fiancé. They sailed the final leg
together in a Nautiraid Grand Raid
double kayak. A few legs were done on
skis. One was done on foot, after
Waterman's improvised polytarp snow
sled fell apart and he had to use his skis
to make an improvised sled to haul his
equipment. One leg was done at the
back of a dog sled, and one crossing of a
peninsula was done by dragging his
loaded kayak kilometres over the frozen

Ground. The longest crossing of open
sea was done by hitching a ride on a
sailboat with a pair of adventurers he

met along the way.
It's clear throughout the book that
Waterman is greatly challenged by
contemporary Inuit society. However,
his encounters with apparently wasteful
and cruel hunting practices and
proliferate garbage do not drag him to
ethnocentric conclusions, as he struggles
to make sense of the underlying causes
of social change, and reflects upon the
romantic notions of the north he brought
with him.
This is an intensely personal story which
Waterman also documented in the selfmade video, Odyssey Among the Inuit.
Both the book and the video are
essential references for kayakers
intending to paddle in Labrador, the
Quebec North Shore, Greenland or other
parts of the north. Both will better equip
paddling adventurers to make sense of
the Aboriginal peoples they encounter
and the massive transformations their
societies are going through.
Arctic Crossing. 2001. Random House
Canada. ISBN 0-679-31090-8
Odyssey Among the Inuit can be
purchased on-line at
http://www.adventurevideos.com

Sea Kayaking through the Fjord
By Craig Burden
Many people have taken the leisurely
stroll across the coastal lowlands of the
Long Range Mountains in Gros Morne
National Park and have looked up in
awe at the vertical granite walls of
Western Brook Pond. The paddler in all
of us has wondered what it would be like
to explore the majestic chasm without
the sound and stench of the diesel
powered tour boat. Not many of us have
had a chance to do this.

Northeast Gulf. Ideally, you are looking
for light to moderate winds.
Chad Howse and I last did the trip in late
June of 2002. Our wind forecast was
not ideal but we had sunny blue skies all
around. Upon reaching the parking lot
of the gorge, we loaded our boats and
gear on our home made trolley to make
the 3 kilometre portage to the pond.
Without a trolley of some sort, this trek
would be quite tedious.
Upon reaching the pond, we found a
good put-in just 50 metres to the right of
the boat dock. We parked our trolley in
the trees and headed out. Conditions
were great. Light winds, warm
temperatures, flat water, and blue skies.
We had approximately one hours' paddle
before entering the inner fjord. We
headed toward a small beach on the
southern shore. This would be our final
pit stop before paddling completely to
the end of the fjord. Our first glimpse of
the inner fjord was a picture of
magnificent cliffs still topped with
cornices.

It is not true that you are not permitted
to paddle in Western Brook Pond, but
Parks Canada strongly discourages it
due to the dangers the fjord carries with
it. Strong, unpredictable winds and a
lack of emergency take-outs make the
pond a destination for only the most
experienced of paddlers. The 30+
kilometre (round trip) journey can be
done as either a long day trip or as an
overnight. If you choose to make it a
day trip, you still have to be prepared to
stay overnight due to the unpredictable
winds that drop over 700 metres from
the plateau above. It is also a great idea
to let tour boat operators know that you
are in the area in case emergencies do
arise.
To paddle and enjoy Western Brook
Pond you need a perfect forecast. Winds
tend to funnel and accelerate through the
fjord creating some larger/steeper than
normal waves. Clapotis tends to be a
big problem due to the vertical walls
entering the water almost entirely
around the whole inner pond. You can
get a wind forecast for the Western
Brook area by going online at the
Environment Canada website and
checking the marine forecast for the

We now headed across to the north face
of the fjord and toward Blue Denim
Falls. From here we pushed all the way
around the shore to the end of the pond.
As we proceeded toward the end of the
pond, there were a few places where we
could get ashore if needed. For the most
part, there were just vertical walled cliffs
and rocky talus slope. Roughly three
quarters of the way in, we decided to
take advantage of the tail wind that had
started to blow, by nearing the center of
the fjord and by using our rudders.
Within no time, we were eating lunch at
the end of Western Brook fjord.
After a quick lunch, we were paddling
again. The skies were still sunny but the
wind now seemed to have increased
quite a bit. It was going to take quite a
bit more effort getting home than it did
getting here! We chose to paddle the
south shore of the fjord and cross as we
neared Blue Denim Falls. We found that
if we stayed close to shore, we could
avoid the wind swirling down from
above, but we had to contend with the
waves rebounding off of the side of the
chasm. As we started out, we were
greeted by the Westbrook II as it cruised
the fjord.

Almost to the hanging valley, we
decided we would quarter the roughly
two kilometre crossing. It was a little
tricky, but within half an hour, we were
on the other side and temporarily
sheltered from the unpredictable
swirling gusts that seemed to hit us from
all sides. There was one problem. I
seemed to have drunk a little too much
juice for lunch! We were now forced to
find a take-out!
A huge bolder sticks out of the water just
along the shore from Blue Denim Falls
(toward the inner end of the fjord). It
provided an ideal platform to climb
upon! We took this opportunity to grab
a quick snack and head toward yet
another crossing.

Southwest winds were now kicking the
waves even larger on the outer pond. By
the time we reached the little beach, we
were a little fatigued. We kept pushing,
“only a few kilometres left to go,” I told
myself. The waves were now hitting us
broadside and washing completely over
our decks. Occasionally, Chad went out
of sight below the waves. Within an
hour we reached our take-out. No
mishaps!
We quickly loaded our boats on the
trolley and headed back to the parking
lot. Another great paddling day under
our belts.
Contact the author for more info at 709
783-2083 or cburden@swgc.mun.ca
Contributor Craig Burden has Level II
CRCA Sea Kayak certification and
teaches Outdoor Pursuits/Environmental
Studies and Geographic Information
Systems at Sir Wilfred Grenfell College
in Corner Brook.
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Internet guide to rivers
Local paddler Chris Buchanan is putting the finishing touches on
an internet paddling guide to the rivers of Newfoundland &
Labrador. Available on the KNL website, the guide will give
paddlers access to a comprehensive database of whitewater
kayaking runs in the province.
Buchanan says, “the site is kayaking heavy at the moment, but I
want it to appeal to canoeists as well. It won't be limited to rivers
that can be kayaked. Canoeable rivers will also be referenced.”
Buchanan's goal is to create a place for the interactive exchange of
information. He's asking kayakers and canoeists to contribute
descriptions, difficulty ratings, access information, and
photographs of rivers they have run.

Kayak videos available through
provincial libraries
KNL has donated its first instructional video, The Kayak Roll,
to the provincial public library system. Anybody in
Newfoundland and Labrador can borrow the video through
their local public library. More instructional and safety videos
for both whitewater and sea kayakers will follow shortly.
The Kayak Roll was produced by Kent Ford and Performance
Video. It runs about 55 minutes long. The first half hour goes
through 4 steps in learning a sweep roll. Four instructors are
shown teaching each step to novice kayakers. The video uses
many above water and underwater angles to clearly
demonstrate each move. Several potential problems are
identified and corrected. The progression is logical, well
explained, and well demonstrated.
The following 20 minutes is focused on helping you tune and
teach the sweep roll. Each step of the teaching sequence is revisited to diagnose common mistakes, present the correct
movements, and suggest possible teaching methods for helping
the learner get it right.
This section will be helpful to intermediate paddlers wanting to
improve their roll or anyone helping someone else learn or
better their roll. The last 5 minutes of the video demonstrates
other types of rolls, and discusses their advantages and
drawbacks in different situations. The production and
instructional qualities of the video are very good.

While it will be an excellent resource to paddlers in the province ,
it will be invaluable to visitors from away. Buchanan noted that no
guide should ever replace careful, safe scouting. River descriptions
vary in content and the accuracy and detail of that content depends
on the contributors.
Buchanan says, “the difficulty ratings published on this site are
based on the international river rating system as described by
American Whitewater. The assignment of these ratings is
somewhat arbitrary and is based on any given paddlers' skill and
experience. With that in mind, this website will attempt to utilize
the entire paddling community to rate a river's difficulty.”
Buchanan is asking paddlers to submit their own ratings of the
rivers they have paddled in the province. These individual ratings
will be included in the database.
At some point in the future, Buchanan hopes to make a webform
available on the site to automate the entry of river information.
Visit the Internet Guide to Rivers at
http://www.kayakers.nf.ca/riversnl/
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Local woman takes the plunge
By Tina Thoden
If a psychic had told me at age 24 that I
would be kayaking whitewater in
Mexico at age 34, I would have
shrugged and figured that I had wasted
my money on a kook (I'd never been that
sporty and water pretty much terrified
me since I couldn't swim). So that
wasn't gonna happen! It turns out,
through a kooky - yet quite natural
sequence of events, that at age 34 I WAS
doing just that!
While most KNL members have heard at
least one story (or saw the NFwhitewater
video Buscando el sol-most of Ontario
has seen that footage) chronicling our
2002 "week of rivers" in Mexico with
Esprit rafting; some may be interested in
how a thirty-something woman in St.
John's Newfoundland (where there aren't
many big rivers) could get into
whitewater paddling.
In 1994 upon returning from Toronto, I
yearned to try sea kayaking which was
just becoming popular here. Already
homesick, I was enticed by the tourism
Newfoundland and Labrador
commercials depicting sunsets over a
pristine glass smooth Atlantic Ocean,
steep cliffs, and a lone kayaker
effortlessly paddling along surrounded
by screeching seabirds with a breaching
humpback whale crashing on the water.

Then I heard about the Woody Island
Retreat from friends, went, had a ball
and met a great group of people. This
was my first opportunity to kayak and I
was thrilled.

Jim Price's beginner course had taught
me that those supernatural, super-boater
Eventually I got up the nerve to take Jim skills that I had seen in all those videos
Price’s beginner level kayak course to
don't come naturally. It's a careful
learn the basic strokes. Following that combination of courses, practice and
course, you could decide to branch into experience - and oh yes, a lot of strength
sea kayaking or whitewater kayaking
of mind, plus a lot of help, support and
since the basic skills are transferable.
encouragement from other paddlers.
On the one hand, I'd seen videos of top
boaters paddling class IV and V
I also found that everybody scouts those
whitewater and running waterfalls,
rapids before deciding to continue
which had me completely sure that I was paddling or deciding to walk around,
NEVER going anywhere near
whereas the videos seem to imply that
whitewater. Skilled kayakers are
the paddlers run the river blind to the
mystical to the outside eye! They make consequences. As well, everyone starts
it look so easy.
at the beginning with Class I, II & III
whitewater, slowly working up to Class
IV and V as your skills improve. Peer
pressure helps a little as well, but that is
a whole other article.

I was sold! I found out later that this
was an idealized picture - no strong
headwinds, no rain, no fog, no large
waves of icy cold water.
By 1996, I had taken beginner level
swimming lessons to get comfortable
and help eradicate my fear of water.

made….whitewater. Whitewater
intrigued and enticed me, and yet while
frightened, I was itching for a challenge.

On the other hand I had learned that the
ocean is REALLY REALLY big, cold
and deep. By golly, the choice was

For myself, whitewater began on Piper's
hole, a favorite spring river where KNL
just held its first whitewater rodeo. I
was terrified and yet exhilarated by the
initial experience. Soon after though, it
was at the "Ruins" on the Terra Nova
River, where Jim Price’s "Introduction to
Whitewater" course taught me the basics
of river running - the art of the eddy
turns, how to read whitewater, where to
go, and where not to. Those skills
enabled me to challenge myself on
harder and harder whitewater further up
the Terra Nova. No, I still don't run
everything, but each time I try more and
more.
Con’t p. 10

My vocabulary

Hole
Eskimo roll
headache Trashed
Worked
Wave
Maytag
Eddy
Cartwheel
Scout

Before Paddling

After Paddling

A thing you get in your sock
An ice-cream dessert
Too much booze in a local watering hole
Slaving all day in the office
A hand salutation used to say hello
or goodbye
An appliance
A dog on Frasier
An acrobatic move conducted on land
A child who's motto is
“Always be prepared”

A water feature that knocks your socks off
Flipping boat over and rolling up with an ice cream
Too much time spent in a hole full of water
See "trashed" above
A water feature; once you've said hello, you never want to say
goodbye.
See "trashed" above
A safe spot on the river
An acrobatic move conducted in water
Getting out to look at a rapid and preparing to run it or not.
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Local woman con’t
Another more advanced course with Jim
later helped hone those skills further. As
well, experience on many of the other
rivers in our province (such as the
Exploits and Northwest) and in Mexico
has helped improve my skills.
But it's not just on rivers that I have
worked on my skills. Rolling practice on
local ponds, pool sessions and ocean
surfing have all contributed to my
paddling arsenal. My trashing in
Mexico inspired me to take a Swiftwater
rescue course with Jim Coffey of Esprit
Rafting and Rescue 3 International. This
course, while designed for anyone who
is near moving water, not just kayakers,
has taught me rescue techniques that are
vital to know, to save myself and my

paddling partners.
So, it is thanks to some very kind,
patient and unselfish boaters who've
plucked my sorry ass out of the Terra
Nova, Pipers Hole, Exploits, Northwest,
Pinware and a few Mexican rivers as
well that I am here to tell this story
today.
I also could have never accomplished
what I have done without the
Nfpaddlegirls. We push each other,
support each other and sometimes bring
a little drama to the river (not to mention
the gourmet campsite meals - you
wouldn't believe what the guys used to
consider adequate camping meals). The
friendships that I've forged have made

all the bruises, panic and fear totally
worthwhile. It's kinda like having a
baby; once its all over, you say "that was
awesome, I'm glad I did it!!!"
Paddling whitewater is all about choices,
challenges, cool gear and lots and lots of
fun! See you on the River.
Tina Thoden has been a registered
massage therapist in St. John's since
1994 and a proud mother. She took up
whitewater kayaking in 2000 and has
paddled on the Island, in Labrador and
in Mexico. She is a qualified Level 1
Swiftwater Rescue technician. In 2003,
Tina plans to hone her paddling skills on
the Ottawa River with other local
paddlers.

21 Glendale Avenue, Mount Pearl

Digital Printing &
Photocopying
Graphic Design
Business Cards
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Letterheads & Envelopes
Work Orders
Invoices &
much, much, more

Notre Dame Bay Marine Trail
By Eric West
Notre Dame Bay has become a prime
destination for boaters in Eastern
Canada. No other area offers the
combination of sheltered bays, icebergs,
whales, unspoiled wilderness and a rich
cultural experience. Kayakers and
sailors have discovered the bay's
beautiful and endlessly varied waters,
and it has become a base camp for
several adventure touring operations.
Recently, kayak-building companies
have set up shop in the area and locallymade craft are now being used by
outfitters. As awareness of the area
increases, visitors will expect access to
suppliers, outfitters and
accommodations. They will also require
information on route planning, weather
conditions, and other safety
considerations. While some travellers
take advantage of existing outfitters for
this knowledge, many are left to fend for
themselves and may unwittingly be

endangering themselves. In addition,
with increased activity comes the
possibility of adverse environmental
effects.
Now is the appropriate time for us to
plan for an increased number of visitors
and the opportunities and potential
problems that they may bring. This will
ensure that visitors have the proper tools
to make their stay enjoyable and safe. A
Marine Trail and accompanying guide
would be a definite asset in this process.
The main purpose of the Marine Trail is
to provide both visitors and local boaters
with a waterway route for small craft to
safely navigate the inshore waters of
Notre Dame Bay. Initially, the trail will
extend from Lewisporte to Ladle Cove
and serve as a main corridor route from
which side trips could be made depending on weather conditions, type
of boat, the navigational skills of the

boater, and the boater's particular
interests.
In conjunction with the Marine Trail, a
guidebook and web site will be
developed which will include
descriptions of the main route and side
routes, chartlets (small sections of
charts), tips on cruising safely,
cautionary notes, possible landing sites
and anchorages, access to drinking
water, historical notes and things to look
for, lists of outfitters and suppliers, and
environmental guidelines.
The first stage of the project will be
planning the scope and size of the trail,
discussing the concept with those who
might be affected by it, and developing a
proposal for further research and
funding.
Stay tuned for more news about this
project as it develops in the months to
come.
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Building the Eastern Arctic (Labrador) kayak
By Duane “Arko” Bronaugh
Duane “Arko” Bronaugh recently
completed the construction of an
Eastern Arctic kayak. The Labrador
Inuit kayak was part of this class of
boat, the largest Inuit kayak of any
made in the arctic.
I began this boat at the end of
November, 2002, and finished the frame
in February, 2003. My materials are
yellow poplar for the gunwales, white
ash for the ribs, select white pine for the
deck beams, deck stringers, side
stringers, bilge stringers, and keelson,
and white oak for the cockpit coaming.
The bare frame completed weighs 39.92
kg (88 lb). Other dimensions are 6.7 m
(22') x 72.39 cm (28.5”). My total
expense for the frame alone was
$390.00.
I used a set of instructions that are free
on www.arctickayaks.com. From what I
gather from the designer, David
Zimmerly, this boat is a synergy of many
different styles of kayaks from Eastern
Canada, Hudson Strait, Labrador, and
Baffin Island areas.
After the introduction of firearms, the

dimensions on the original kayaks of
these areas increased since speed was
not the major factor in the hunt, and
stability became more the driving factor
in kayak design. As firearms needed to
be carried at the ready, the cockpits
became larger as well, since the rifle was
carried either beside the hunter or
between the hunter's legs.

piece. So this boat cannot be rolled; at
least not by me.
I have read that boat design is all about
compromises, that you can't have a boat
that does everything well. But I have to
say that this style of boat comes really
close. It is amazingly fast and tracks
very well, yet it is manoeuvrable beyond
compare. I can turn it completely in a
much smaller radius than my Pygmy
Queen Charlotte, which is Pygmy's most
manoeuvrable boat.
Eugene Arima estimated the load
capacity of this type of kayak to be in
the 540 kg (1,200 lb) to 770 kg (1,700
lb) range, depending on the design
specifics. Acceleration is a little on the
slow side (which really isn't THAT
slow). Once it is up to a comfortable
cruising speed, it takes a very minimal
effort to maintain.

Also, many were designed in a way that
does not permit sealing the cockpits with
a jacket; that style having a U-shaped
front piece with a separate flat back

More information on the Labrador Inuit
kayak can be found at
http://www.kayakers.nf.ca/inuit_kayak.html

Contact Arko at
ArkoderKreiger@aol.com

News from other kayaking clubs
Great Lakes Sea Kayaking Association
With approximately 172 members, the
Great Lakes Sea Kayaking Association
(GLSKA) is an active, Ontario club that
focuses many of its activities on the
Georgian Bay part of Lake Superior.
Formed 15 years ago, GLSKA operates
in much the same way as Kayak
Newfoundland & Labrador. It hosts a
website and bulletin board (like a
newsgroup), organizes group paddles,
and yearly gatherings. Whereas pool
sessions in the St. John's area are
organized as individual initiatives,
GLSKA itself runs such sessions in the
Toronto area. The club has been selling
T-shirts, hats and greeting cards for
several years now.
Bringing together 60-75 paddlers for a
weekend, the club's spring gathering is
called “Rendezvous,” the location of
which is changed from one year to the
next. The 2001 event was held at
Georgian Bay in late June. Workshops
on weather, navigation, camp cuisine,
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kayaking photography, gadgets, selfrescue systems and loading kayaks were
held. At the 2002 gathering, seminars on
first-aid, risk management, boat repair
and maintenance, kayak tripping and
fitness were held. On-water activities
included instruction in paddling strokes,
assisted rescues and a rolling
demonstration. An assortment of
kayaking races was also held.
Organized trips by the club have
included paddles on the French River,
numerous points around Georgian Bay,
Algonquin Park, Lake Huron, and
Michipicoten Island (Lake Superior).
On the environmental front, GLSKA has
a “Georgian Bay Committee.” Its goals
are to promote the environmental
stewardship of the area (e.g. low-impact
use), preserve wilderness areas and
protect the bay from developments that
might harm its natural and cultural
resources. Over the last four years, in

September, the club has organized a
weekend cleanup of heavily used
campsites on Franklin Island in
Georgian Bay. The club installed
“thunder boxes” in heavily used areas.
Like KNL, GLSKA publishes a
newsletter - called Qayaq. Published 3-4
times per year, it presents book reviews,
club news, kayaking tips, paddling and
wilderness songs, environmental
information, meeting announcements,
and incoming mail of interest to
members. Trips reports are a very strong
feature of the newsletter, and have
included reports from Labrador, Quebec,
Florida and Iceland as well as the Great
Lakes. Wendy Killoran, published a
report of special interest to KNL
members, “The Lure of the Labrador,”
in Autumn 2001.
For more information on GLSKA, visit
the club's website at
http://www.geocities.com/glska/

Wild Side
By Alison Dyer
Whether it’s an afternoon paddle in a
sheltered cove, an overnighter or a
circumnavigation of an archipelago,
chances are you’re not going to restrict
your exploring solely to the water. So as
you root around that abandoned
settlement or stretch your legs along a
length of beach, you might consider a
little foraging. From mushrooms to
fruits, leaves to roots, this island is rich
in wild edible plants.

Most importantly, never take more than
you need, and less than half of a stand.
Be mindful of endangered or sensitive
plants. Forage with a conscience.
Two favourite wild spring greens of
mine are nettles (Urtica dioica) and
dandelions (Taraxacum officinale).
There are several reasons why these two
should be on your menu: they’re packed
with nutrients, easy to identify, and their
ubiquity solves any problems about
foraging ethics.
Dandelion leaves are high in iron,
calcium, phosphorus, potassium and
vitamin A (And to think we nuke our
lawns!). The young leaves may simply
be torn into bite-size pieces and added to
a salad or sandwich. Or they can be
boiled for five minutes (change the
water once or twice to remove the bitter
taste), drained and served with butter.
Though I haven’t tried them, dandelion
flowers may be dipped in batter and
fried.

Urtica dioica (stinging nettle)
One little field guide that won’t take up
much room in your kayak is Peter J.
Scott’s, Some Edible Fruit and Herbs of
Newfoundland. It has line drawings,
descriptions and a few choice recipes.
Another, that takes you through the
seasons, is Edible Wild Plants: A North
American Field Guide, by Sterling
Publishing.

Nettles are found in moist, fertile soil
often along stream beds, sometimes in
old gardens. The bristly hairs of the
nettle, that can cause an intense stinging
if touched, are rendered harmless once
cooked.
Packed with vitamin A, C, minerals, and
a source of protein, they are delicious
when cooked properly. Gather young
plants only, using gloves and a knife.

First, a word or two of caution. Be sure
of your identifications. If an edible
species can be confused with a
poisonous look-alike, be sure to get prior
confirmation before you make it the
main course.
Check your field guide and use only
those parts that are edible. Just because a
plant is edible does not mean it is in its
entirety (e.g. the leaves of rhubarb, as
we know, are poisonous). Avoid picking
plants that may have been affected by
herbicides and pesticides.
I also abstain from picking plants, such
as wild mint, downstream from farms to
avoid possible runoff contamination.

Recipes
(adapted from: Edible Garden Weeds of
Canada 1998)

Dandelions in Sour Cream
(Serves 4)
Gather 4 cups tender leaves. Cover with
water, bring to a boil, reduce heat and
simmer for 10 minutes, covered. Drain
and cool (see note about water change
above). Serve with butter and sour
cream. Bacon and onion may be added
over top.

Nettles a la Russe (serves 2)
Gather 1 cup of young leaves. Boil 1 - 2
cups of water with a pinch of salt, add
leaves. Boil 2-3 minutes, drain
immediately. Melt 1 Tbsp butter in
skillet, add nettle leaves and 2 Tbsp sour
cream, stir for 2 minutes. Remove from
heat and serve hot with fried eggs and
bacon.

Nettle Souffle (serves 4)
(My favourite way of eating nettles anyone have a solar oven?)
Gather and wash 2 cups of nettle leaves.
Boil 1 ½ cups of water, add pinch of salt
and leaves. Boil 2-3 minutes, drain well
and chop. Combine leaves with 2 Tbsp
butter, 2 beaten egg yolks, 1 cup milk,
pinches of sugar, paprika, and pepper,
crushed garlic clove, 2 tsp lemon juice.
Blend well. Carefully fold in 2 egg
whites, stiffly beaten. Place in greased
casserole dish and bake at 300F until
firm (about 25 minutes).

Not a member of KNL?

Imported from the old world, the
stinging nettle is ubiquitous at
abandoned outport communities on the
Island of Newfoundland. At the former
community of Ireland’s Eye, for
example, nettles grace the shoreline and
can make beaching one’s kayak a tricky
business.

By joining the club, you’ll help
support the development of KNL’s
web page, get access to club events,
meet other kayakers, support the club's
newsletter (Ebb & Flow), and support
Canadian Recreational Canoeing
Association certification and
instruction programmes as well as
kayaking ethics. You’ll join an
organization that promotes safety and
advocates in defence of kayaking
interests.
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In Search of the Wild Blue
By Alison Dyer
“It's a sea of violet this time of year,”
raved Peter. “I'm planning a trip in
Newman Sound out to the wild iris
meadows if you're interested.” Interested?
The idea of seeing an expanse of violet
edging the cyan inter-tidal waters of Terra
Nova National Park's main fjord was a
visual feast I wasn't about to pass on.
“Count me in,” I e-mailed back, “who
else is going?”
Our team of three, including Peter, Neil
and myself, met at Salton's Brook Wharf
near the mouth of the sound. The day was
already in full swing. The local kayak
outfitting company, Terra Nova
Adventures, was prepping a new group
for a day in the Sound while Oceanwatch
tours was loading sun-screened
passengers for an interpretative tour of
the area.

Between 1870 and 1950, successive
generations operated a sawmill at
Minchins Cove. Railway ties, pit props
and construction lumber were shipped out
by schooner.
Though seemingly a wild place,
archeological digs have shown that the
park area has had a long history of human
occupation. Maritime Archaic Indians
made camps along these shorelines 5,000
years ago. Then, Dorset Paleo-Eskimo
Indians hunted seal in the area. Remains
of their camps have been unearthed along
the southeast shores of the Park. Later
still, Beothuck Indians fished and hunted
in the area.

Contrary to the forecast, a sunny day was
breaking through high cloud cover. With
a fresh breeze in our faces, we put in at
the wharf of the Park's Interpretation
Centre (the touch tanks and underwater
cameras are a must-see for family
members) and headed east to Minchins
Cove, a leisurely 1 ½-hour paddle.
Canada's most easterly park, created in
1957, protects over 400 square kilometres
of boreal forest, upland plateaus and
wetlands and 160 kilometres of shoreline.
The latter is carved into deep fjords,
narrow tickles, and coves full of nooks
and crannies and islets. Situated on the
inner reaches of Bonavista Bay, Terra
Nova National Park is sometimes referred
to as the “fingers of the sea,” and is
renowned for its feathered fauna (the Park
is a designated IBA Important Birding
Area) and flukes (of the humpback and
minke kind). On land, the park offers
over 50 km of hiking trails that climb
headland summits for impressive vistas,
and follow coastal and inland waterways
to primitive campsites and beyond.
Within the first hour of paddling we saw
one of the Park's numerous bald eagles,
weaving an invisible trail around Mount
Stamford. By early afternoon, we pulled
in at Minchins Cove. Slab wood in
shallow water, rusted engine parts and a
couple of depressions from old root
cellars are the main vestiges of two
former lumbering communities.
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Today, Minchins Cove is one of the Park's
seven primitive campsite locations.
Complete with food hangers to deter
black bears, it includes a moose exclosure
research site set up to determine the
effects of this animal on the environment.
At one of the handful of campsites we
spotted the pretty blue-eyed grass
blossoms. Although also of the iris
family, this is not the blue we had come
to see. It was time to get back into our
boats and head on to South Broad Cove.
Another 1 ½ hours was paddled in fits
and starts as we explored Newman
Sound's many indentations. Below the
ochre-gold high tide mark of its rocky
shore, where a seaweed hemline droops
gently into crystalline waters, is a rich
inter-tidal environment. The tidal range
at Terra Nova is small - less than 1.75
metres - yet this zone is brimming with
life, from pulsing comb jellies and
limpets to starfish, sea urchins and
anemones grouped like baked apples on a

platter, all in a garden of golden rockweed
and other seaweeds.
Paddling to the first day's destination, we
were presented with a rare sighting. A
pale red fox, seemingly oblivious of us,
skipped along the shoreline. Peter headed
out to the wild iris meadow - an area
covering several hectares. A few blue lips
had opened, but most were still tightly
pursed. We have arrived about one week
early.
The following morning was wrapped in a
thick fox fur fog. As we put in for a day
paddle out to Swale Island, fingers of
blue sky peeled back the fog. Again we
meandered around the coves and islets,
marveling at the clearness of the water
that enabled us to see the sea-bed many
metres below. Island hopping, we tacked
over to Swale Island and lunched at a
sandbar surprising a Ruffed grouse and
her new brood.
Aware of developing southwesterlies - the
prevailing winds which channel up the
fjord and can make crossings challenging
- we headed back the same way.
Fortunately the accompanying warm
winds helped counter the occasional
drenching I received as cold waves broke
over my spray skirt. On our return
paddle, we met some locals diving for
mussels who generously gave us a cache
of these indigo shells for our supper.
Clear skies, high temperatures, and a
forecast for strong southwesterlies
greeted us on our final morning. Rather
than cross the Sound with waves
broadsiding us, we decided to paddle
along the southeast side of the Sound,
down into the Newman Sound estuary.
This added a few extra kilometres of hard
paddling straight into the wind and
waves, but frequent coves gave respite,
and we were rewarded with an osprey
sighting at the estuary.
With the wind at our backs on the other
side of the estuary, we sailed the final leg
of our paddle back to the Park's wharf.
Our journey to see the expanse of wild
blue flag iris meadows was unsuccessful.
But Terra Nova proved to be a paddler's
(and hiker's) garden of delights from the
sub-tidal environment to the high-tide
fringes and to the bogs, barrens,
woodlands and beyond.

Kayak Demo Day
& Used Gear Sale!

THE OUTFITTERS
Adventure Gear & Apparel

Date
Time
Location

June 1,03
12-4pm
Long Pond

German engineering at it’s best.
For every possible kayak need, try the Outfitters

220 Water Street St. John’s, Newfoundland 709-579-4453
www.theoutfitters.nf.ca/info@theoutfitters.nf.ca

The Sea

Is not static...

How about your skill?
Re-start your paddling and safety skills with a dose of
exposed coastline paddling! Our Sea Training course is
designed to break the plateau that occurs after a Level I
course and prepares individuals for the Level II award.
Sea training is an intense day and a half course that

The course includes:
Two hour rolling clinic at the Aquarena
Stroke improvement workshop
Exposed-coastline paddle with hazard evaluation
On-the-water navigation training

Tuition: $185
Prerequisite: CRCA Level
I or equivalent
Dates: June 14 & 15, 2003

The Newfoundland
Kayak Company

Learn to Kayak, Live to Explore!

132 Forest Road, St. John’s, NF, A1A 1E6
709-726-0516 (tel/fax), nfkayakco@nf.sympatico.ca

Register on-line now at www.theoutfitters.nf.ca/nkc

